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FOREWORD

The research reported here was performed by the Army Research
Institute's Fort Benning Field Unit. It is part, of an ongoing program
of research directed toward development of cost effective methods for
individual and collective training. This program includes research on
multiple aspeots of the design, development, evaluation, and integra-
tion of cost and training effective training systems for the U.S. Army.

This report presents results of questionnaires administered to
cadre during the Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BRM) Test conducted at Fort
Jackson, S.C., during the spring of 1976. The questionnaires were
designed and administered in response to a request by the U.S. Army
Infantry School (USAIS) for support of the Training and Doctrine Com-
mand (TRADOC) sponsored field test. Test support provided by ARI in-
cluded direct involvement in all phases of the test from design through
analysis and reporting of results.

The BRM Test was a comparative evaluation of the cost and training
effectiveness of four programs of instruction. Data collected included
cost, performance, and demographic data, in addition to the attitude
data. ARI and TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activity (TCATA) jointly re-
ported the analyses of the demographic data in the Proceedings of the
Fifteenth Annual Army Operations Research Syzoosiim. Subsequent ARI
reports will present analyses of trainee questionnaire data and an
analysis of the training effectiveness of each block of instruction
in the four BRM programs. The successful conduct of the BRM Test re-
quired close coordination between ARI, USAIS, and other TRADOC elements,
particularly TCATA. The orchestration of the diverse participants by
the Test Director, COL George Ball and the Test Officer, MAJ Jack
Ball, insured the success of the test. Substantial and dedicated
assistance was provided by SPS Keith Evans and SP4 Frederick Heller
during the instrument construction, data reduction, and data analysis
phases of this project. CPT Michael Clayton, Mr. Jack Morris, and Mr.
Don Walker at the TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activity (TCATA) provided
ADP support. TCATA support included receiving the data for key punch-
ing, building, and ed6ting the data base, and providing descriptive
statistics on all questionnaire items.

The project 'was conducted as part of Army Project 2Q763731A773,
FY 76 Work Program, and Army Project 2Q763743A773, FY 77. It was
directly responsive to the requirements of the USAIS and TRADOC.

rTe ical Director (Designate)



BASIC RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP TEST:

CADRE PRETEST AND POSTTEST ATTITUDES

BRIEF

Requirement: 4 Atideofcdtb e o f

To determine ttitudes of cadre~tewa• each of four Programs of

Instruction (POI) used in the Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BRM) Test.

Procedures

S•Pretest and posttest questionsiaires were tiven to 59 male officers
and noncommissioned officers (NCO) from the aRM committee group at Fort
Jackson, S.C. Items were designed to request background information
and to elicit responses about program effectiveness, cadre confidence
in trainee performance, and miscellaneous training topics. Also, rep-
rosentatives of company cadres (male and female officers and drill
sergeants) from each test company participated in end-of-test struc-
tured group interviews.

Findings:

#The data show a consistent pattern of strong negative attitudes
held by the cadre toward a reduction in instructional hours or rounds
for B94 training. These attitudes represent a bias which must be re-
duced to insure user acceptance and effective implementation of any
shortened BRM POI.)

SInstructional problems in marksmanship fundamentals and feedback
procedures are also discussed.,

Utilization of Findings:

These results should be used in the redesign of rifle marksmanship
P01's and the implementation of a shortened BRM POI. We recommend that
TRADOC and the U.S. Army Infantry School not implement a shortened BRM
program without an accompanying training course for cadre. Such a
course would be most effectively conducted using a mobile training team
to provide specific instruction in the organization and delivery of the
POI and the scheduling of manpower and ranges for the efficient conduct
of the shortened POI.
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BASIC RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP TEST:

CADRE PRETEST AND POSTTEST ATTITUDES

BACKGROUND

A field test comparing four Programs of Instruction (POX) for
Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BRM) training was conducted during the spring
of 1976 at the Army Training Center, Fort Jackson, S.C. This report
presents the results of questionnaires administered to the BRM commit-
tee group cadre during that test. BRM is a required course of instruc-
tion for all basic combat training (BCT) (male) and basic training (BT)
(female) trainees. The four POI's in the test ranged in length from 77
instructional hours1 [the current Army Subject Schedule (Department of
the Army, 1947a)) to 35 hours, and from 720 rounds of ammunition ex-
pended per trainee to 262 rounds (Table 1).

Table 1

Total Hours of Instruction and Rounds of
Ammunition for BRM Test POX

POI Hours Rounds

1 (ASUBJSCD)a 77 720

2 62 513

3 49 262

4 35 334

"Army Subject Schedule Program (baseline program for rifle marksmanship).

IThe figure "72 hours" was erroneously used in the questionnaires.
See Appendix A for explanation.

1.



The primary purpose of the ORM Test was to determine the training
offectiveness of the alternative OX and to perform a Cost and Training
Effectivwerss Analysis (CTEA) on the programs. On the basis of this
CTJ•A, one of the four P0I's will be selected for use Army-wide. A
final CTEA report, to be produced by Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC) Systems Analysis Activity (TRASANA), will integrate the re-
suits of analyses performed on the firing, cost, demographic (Tierney,
Cartntr, and Clayton, 1977), and attitude data. A secondary purpose
of the test was to construct a data base for use in developing a long-
term, "threat-oriented" marksmanship program (i .e., a program designed
to meet anticipated demands of warfare of the future).

PURPOSE

The primary criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of each of
the four 3RM training programs was terminal marksmanship performance
measured as hit probability (pit). The attitudes and opinions of both
trainees and trainers (cadre) provided additional data in the evalu-
ation of each program. The questionnaires were also designed to
locate weak portions of the programs and to preview likely implemen-
tation problems.

Specifically, the questionnaires were administered to determine
reactions to each program and to measure the perceived effectiveness
of each program. The objectives of the cadre questionnaires were to
(1) determine cadre opinions toward each of the four BRM programs
prior to teaching experience with all four programs; (2) determine
cadre opinions toward each of the four ORM program subsequent to teach-
ing experience with each program; and (3) collect background information
on the cadre (USAIS, 1976b).

Cadre received questionnaires both prior to the BRM Pest and at
the conclusion of the toet. Many items were repeated (pretest and
posttest) to detect attitude changes as a function of experience with
the four POI's. Trainees also completed questionnaires both before
and after ORM training. Results of the trainee questionnaires will
appear in a subsequent report.

METHOD

Research Design und Questionnaires

Figure 1 shows the test design. The cells labeled "LT" and "RT"
represent limited training control qroups for each POX and regular
training experimental groups for each POX. The LT groups received an

2



early record-fire posttest 2 immediately after fundamentals training
and then continued through the rest of the BRM program. 3 All trainees,
both LT and RT, received a record-fire poottesa after the completion
of daytime record fire and again after the completion of BRI4 training.
The test included male (n a 3,400) and female (n u 1,000) trainees,
with five male basic training companies and one female basic training
company per POI (USAIS, 1976b). Thus the design of the BRM Test was
factorial, with four independent variables (program of instruction,
LT versus RT, sex of trainee, and repeated measures). The cadre
questionnaires focused primarily on aspects of the first variable,
i.e., characteristics of the four VCI's.

Questionnaire items were designed to request background information
from respondents and to elicit responses about program effectiveness,
cadre confidence in trainee performance, and miscellaneous training
topics. The Cadre Pretest Questionnaire contained 87 items. most
were multiple-choice items, typically 5- and 7-point rating scales.
There were a few rank-order items, and fill-in-the-blank items that
required numeric responses. Items were in an objective format. The
Cadre Poettest Questionnaire had 94 items; 80 items were repeated from
the Cadre Pretraining Questionnaire, and 2 questions were open-ended
for comments. (See Appendixes H and C for copies of the questionnaires,
and see Appendix A for further description of procedures used for
constructing the questionnaires.)

SEX
M F

Early record fire

No early record fire -

77 hrs .. .

62 hrs
POX

49 hr.

35 hrs /

Figure 1. Experimental design of BM field test.

2This posttest was used at various points in the BRM Test. It was a
speuially constructe3 record-fire table that provided a common effec-
tivoness measur. for each P01.
3This represunts the best approximation to a "no-training" control group
practical in a teat that involves trainees engaging in live firing.

:3



Population

The RI coemittee group at Fort Jackson has responsibility for
conducting 9RN training (e.g., delivering instruction and operating
ranges). Group characteristics are based on questionnaire self-
reports. The population was composed of 59 male officers and NOC'a,
reporting 15 yere (median) Army service (R - 10 - 343 months).
Median time of assignment to an Army Training Center was 15 months
(R - 1 - 138), with a median of 10 months (R - 1 - 138) teaching BRI.
A mean of 12.7 years (R - 11 - 18) of civilian education had been
completed. Each instructor had experienced about 1 year of combat.
About 10% of the cadre reported last Record Fire qualification as
Sharpshooter; 80% reported Expert qualification.

All of the cadre were actively participating in some aspect of
BRM training at the time of the testi most had experience in more
than one segment of that training. Table 2 presents the percentage
of cadre reporting participation in each phase of BRN. The distribu-
tion of experiences in Table 2 corresponds to the cadre's mean rank-
ings of their knowledges and skills in each of the seven parts of BRM
training. For example, individuals most frequently reported having
experience in teaching marksmanship fundamentals; this phase of train-
ing was also most frequently reported as the area of greatest BRM
expertise.

Table 2

Percentage of Cadre Reporting Participation in

Each Phase of BRI Training

Phase of BRM Percentagea

Mechanical Training 50
Marksmanship Fundamentals 70
Battle Sight Zero 60
Field Fire 43
Automatic Fire 33
Night Fire 37
Record Fire 39

aIndividuals usually had experience in more than

one phase of BRI trainingi hence percentages do
not sum to 100%.

4
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Data Collection

Questionnaires were administered in a well-lighted classroom.
All cadre wera present simultaneously, and discussion was pro.ibited

during the administration sessionsa however, procedural questions
were answered. The Cadre Pretest Questionnaires were given prior to
the start of the B1M Test, but after the cadre had been certified by
the Fort Jackson Training Center as knowledgeable about and prepared
to teach each of the four POI's. The Cadre Poattest 2uestionnaires
were given after poattest record firing was completed in all four
Pol's. All training and all firirn %,ere therefore conpleted prior
to administration of this questionnaire.

REJSULTS

The BRM instructors were asked attitudinal questions that can be
conveniently placed in six categories. Questions related to

* Overall instructional and specific POX effectiveness;

S Sufficiency of scheduled hours of instruction;

* Sufficiency of numbers of rounds fired by trainees
during BRM;

e Confidence in trainees' abilities to hit targets at
various ranges after completion of each POI;

e Comments about perceived difficultAss in BRM training; and

e Attitudes toward miscellaneous BRM topics, such as

- Early record fire practice,

- Known distance (KD) firing,

- Night firing,

- Battle sight zero,

- Various training aids, and

- Schedulinq of ORM within the BCT/BT cycle.

In general, no before-after differences were found. Unless other-
wise indicated, data reported here are from posttest measurements. A
quality control check performed on all answer sheets resulted in the
loss of one Pretraining Questionnaire from the data base.

S,5



Overall Effectiveness

The cadre rated the 77- and 62-hour Pol's as more effective over-
all than the 49- and 35-hour POX's (F - 25.98, p c .001, n2 _ .29).
Figure 2 depicts mean ratings of effectiveness for each POI.

The cadre also more frequently selected the longer programs as the
more successful in "producing good rtfle marksmen" (X2 - 12.07, p < .001).
When asked to rank the four Pol's compared in the BRM test in terms of
"overa' l effectiveness" in "teaching BRM," the cadre rank-ordered pro-
grams as follows

1. 62-hour PO X - 1.85 (44%),

2. 77-hour PO X - 2.00 (28%),

3. 49-hour PO X - 2.70 (16%), and

4. 35-hour POI X - 3.26 (12%).

Mean rankings are shown for each Pol. Parenthetical numbers indicate
the percentage of the cadre assigning the rank of "1" to each program.
Months of combat experie.ace was positively, though modestly, corre-
lated to the preference for the longer programs (r - .33, p < .05,
r2- .).

When cadre asked to rank the four Pol's in terms of "effectiveness

in building trainee motivation," the mean rankings were as follows:

1. 62-hour PO X - 1.85 (40%),

2. 77-hour POI X - 2.08 (28%),

3. 49-hour POI X - 2.64 (16%), and

4. 35-hour POI X - 3.19 (17%).

The percentage of cadre I-ho assigned the rank "I" is again indicated
in parentheses. Commenting about trainee motivation, one instructor
pointed out that "La problem with teaching BRM is that trainees are]
not . . . motivated prior to coming to the ranges (and then are] not
being properly instructed by their drill sergeants." Another stated,
"Units should not be run to ranges in [the] mornings." Finally, one
commented, ". . . trainees are afraid when . . on the line from
being yelled at."



.... • , , • • •,•,.* . .. 4 " •, I.. .

77-Hour E5a-Iour 49-1Hour 3-1Ilour
POt PO T POX Pox

Extremely
efteotive

Very

Ef fectivo

so-Go

Ineffective

Very
ineffective

Extremely
ineffective

Figure 2. Mean ratings of overall effectiveneas of four POI'*.
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rhe cadre anticipated "soma, but not mudc" reinforcement training
would be required in the two longer B1M programs. On the other hand,
the need tor "quite a bit" to "a great deal" of reinforcement training
was anticipated for the two shorter program (F - 7.64, p < .001,
rn a .10). Instructors felt that they were able to "correct trainees'
mistakes" "most of the time" during the longer program* but only "some-
times" during the shorter programs (F -a 3.25, p - .05, 11, - .07).
Commenting on reinforcement training, a cadre member said, "Drill
sergeants do not reinforce as much as they shouldi (they should) be
more flexible." Another stated, "[there is] not enough individual
attention given to firers ..

About 80% of the cadre reported that instructor time was used
"well" to "extremely well" in each of the BRM program. The cadre
(86%) also reportod that it was "easy" to "extremely easy" for
trainees to understand their instructors during training.

Instructors were asked, at the pretest measurement, "With which
of the following programs are you moat familiar?" Responses ware
(percentage responding per category),

9 77-hour POl 43%,

o 62-hour POT 47%,

o 49-hour PI1 0%, and

o 35-hour Pal 10%.

They were further asked, "Conaidering the four OP44 training
programs, which one do you think will be the most successful in
producing 9ood rifle marksmen?" Responses were (percentage re-
sponding per category) t

o 77-hour POl 40%,

e 62-hour POT 40%,

o 49-hour PVo 7%, and

e 35-hour POI 13%.

One-half of the rospondents folt thAt the program or greatest solf-
reported familiarity would also ho the program "most successful in
producinnq 2cýod marksmen."

• a



Hours of Instruction

The instructors were asked whether or not "to become • rifle
marksmen . . . trainees need moro or loss instructional time" in each
block of each program. In evory case they responded that progressively
more instructional time was required to produce good rifle marksmen as
they rated fram the longest through the shortest POX. Table 3 shows
hours of instruction by POI for each phase of training.

Table 3

Comparison of Hours of Instruction Scheduled for Each
Phase of Each Test POI

77-hour 62-hour 49-hour 35-hour
Subsject POX POI POI POX

tMechanical Training 4 4 4 4

Marksmanshi p Fundamentals
and Battle Sight Zero 22 16 20 8

Field Fire 30 24 8 12

Record Fire 10 10 12 5

Automatic Fire 3 3 3 3

Night Fire a -5 2 3

Total hours 77 62 49 35

9



*, Specifically, the cadre reported the following opinions.

Mechanical Training In spite of the equivalence of sched-
uled hours in all POl's (Table 3),
the two longer Pol's were rated "about
right," where" the two shorter POX' s
required "slightly more" to "a good
dual tore" tufe (F - 6.87, p < .001,
n2 _ .08). Similar inconsistencies
between ratings and scheduled hours
or rounds appear below.

Marksmanship Fundamentals: Longer POl's (77 and 62 hours) were
"about right" or required "slightly
more" instructional time, whereas the
49- and 35-hour Pol's required
"slightly more" to "a good deal more"
time (F w 13.29, p < .001, n2 - .15).

Battle Sight Zero: Longer Pol's were "about right," but
the shorter Pox required "slightly
more" to "a good deal more" time to
produce acceptable Battle Sight Zero
performance (F - 18.32, p ( .001,
2 _ .20).

Field Fire: Longer Pol's were "about right" or
required "slightly more" time, whereas
the shorter POX's required "slightly

f more" to "a good deal more" instruc-
tional time (F - 21.40, p < .001,
n - .22).

Automatic Fire: Longer POl'l were "about right,"
whereas the shorter PoS's required
"slightly more" instructional time
(F a 7.76, p < .001, n2 1 .09).

Night Fire: Longer POX's were "about right,"
whereas the shorter POX's required
"slightly more" instructional time
(F - 10.22, p < .001, n2 . .12).

Figure 3 summarizos these data, using the mean rating and standard
deviation for each instructional block in each POI. One cadre member
suggested that training time should be redistributed within the BRM
PUI, i.e., "More hours (should be spent] on field fire and less time
(on) zeroing."

10



Very A good Slightly About Slightly A good Very
much deal less right more deal much
less less more more

Mechanical 77,• ~~Training - ... . .-_,

•,, ~ ~49 ----
!• ~~~~35 -;- '

M.arksmanship
Funda- 62
mental 49 --

Battle Sight 77 I

zero 62 -- - I
49 - I
35-

77Field Fire 62 -

49 - -
35 -I

Automatic 7
Fire 62 -

49 I .

35 -I

77 ,
Night Fire 62.:•- ~~62 -- . ..- •

49
35 - I -4

Figure 3. Adequacy of instructional hours in each phase of
- ,each POI, expressed as means and plus/minus one standard

deviation from each mean.
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Rounds Fired

The live fire phases of BBM require varying nubers of rounds (by
POt) to be fired by trainees. Table 4 shows this variability, giving
rounds programed for each phase of each POX.

Table 4

Comparison of Rounds of Ammunition Programed
for Each Phase of Each Test POX

77-hour 62-hour 49-hour 35-hour
subject Po0 Pot Pot POX f • c:v'

Marksmanship Fundamentals
and Battle Sight Zero 93 45 48 42

Field Fire 293 214 48 118

Record Fire 80 80 100 40

Automatic Fire 90 42 36 45

Night Fire 164 132 30 89

Total rounds 720 513 262 334

Instructors were asked whether or not "to become good rifle marks-
men . . . trainees need to fire more or loes during . . ." each block
of each program. Cadre responses to these questions generally corre-
sponded to the responses favoring longer programs and greater numbers
of hours for instruction. Their responses for each phase of training
were as follows.

Battle Sight Zero: The 77- and 62-hour Pol's were "about
right," whereas the shorter POX's re-
quired "slightly more" to "a good
deal more" rounds fired tF - 10.95,
p < .001, n2 - .13).

Field Pire: Longer POX's were "about right,"
whereas shorter POX's required "slightly
more" to "a good deal more" rounds fired
(F a 9.59, p < .001, rn2 - .08).

12



Automatic Fire: Longer Pol's were "about right,"
whereas shorter POl's required
"slightly more" rounds fired
(F - 4.93, p < .001, n2 - .06).

Night Fire: Longer POl's were "about right,"
whereas shorter POl's required
"slightly more" rounds fired
(F - 6.54, p < .001, r 2 - .08).

Record Fire: Longer Pol's were "about right,"
whereas shorter Pol's required
"slightly more" rounds fired
(F - 13.06, p < .001, n2 - .15).

Figure 4 depicts these findings with mean response and standard devi-
ation for each item (phases of instruction by POI).

Instructors reporting longer combat experience tended to favor
firing more rounds for training than did those with shorter combat ex-
perience (r - .30, p < .05, r 2 - .09). The cadre rated the number of
rounds that should be required for BRM training against the number
specified by the Army Subject Schedule as follows: 37% of the respond-
ents said it was "about right," 33% said it required "slightly less"
firing, and 7% said it required "a good deal less" firing, 14% judged
that "slightly more" rounds were required, whereas 9% said that "a good
deal more" rounds were required.

Confidence in Trainee Performance

Instructors were asked, "How sure do you feel that [a trainee com-
pleting each program] can hit a target [at various ranges with the
M16AI rifle]?" Four ranges were specified, three in daylight and one
at night:

* 200-400 m, in daylight;

e <200 m, in daylight;

* Battle Sight Zero at 25 m, given 18 rounds; and

* <50 m, at night.

13



Rosponses

Very A good Slightly About Slightly A good Very

much deal loes right more deal much

loan less more more

Battle Sight 77 - '
Zero 62 -,, __.. .. . . ..._--_

49 
-We

35

Field Fire 77 7
62 

4

49

35

Automatic 77 --

Fire 62 --
49 4

35I

77
Night Fire

62

49
35 ...

Record Fire '7

62
49 

w low

35 -

Figure 4. Adequacy of rounds fired during each phase of each
POX, expressed as means and plus/minus one standard deviation

from each mean.
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I.,

The cadre had greater confidence in the performances of trainees
who had completed the longer programs. For specific ranges, the cadre
responded as follows.

200-400 m in dlylightt The longer POX's would produce
trainees who were "fairly sure to
hit," whereas the shorter POX's would
produce trainees who "might hit or
mis" (F - 17.18, p c .001, n2 - .19).

.200 m in daylight: The longer POX's would produce
trainees who were "fairly sure to
hit" to "extremely sure to hit." and
trainee* in shorter POl's "might hit
or miss" or would be "fairly sure to
hit" (F a 14.29, p < .001, n2 - .16).

Battle sight zero: The longer Pol's would produce
trainees who were "fairly sure to
zero" to "very sure to zero" given
18 rounds, whereas shorter POl's
would produce trainees who "might or
might not zero" (F - 11.49, p < .001,

2 - .13).

"<50 m at night: The longer POX's would produce
trainees who were "fairly sure to
hit," abereas shorter POX's would
produce trainees who "might hit or
miss" (F - 8.55, p < .001, n2 . .10).

Note that trainee terminal performances measured as pH were approxi-
mately equivalent across the four Pol's (USAIS, 1976a).

Overall mean probability of hit, pH, is defined by

pi r- H /n'm),Si I J-1

wheere
It - a hit on targets

m a number of targets presented, irrespective of rangei and

n a number of trainees firiixg.

Thus, p11 is calculated by summing hits across target presentations ani
trainees, then dividing by the product of target presentations and
trainees for a given Pol.
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coaments

Instructors' cements regarding perceived "difficulties in teach-
ing B)4" were categorized in three general groups. The categories used
were sighting, motor control, and miscellaneous problemls these group-
inga are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

Sighting. Fifty-seven percent of the cadre's comments related to
difficulties in instruction in sighting. The following are ranked sub-
categories (1 - most frequent) of sighting problems.

1. Zeroing

2. Adjusted aiming point

3. Sight alignment

4. Sight changes

5. Transposition exercise

Motor Control. Nineteen percent of cadre coiments concerned motor
control. The comments are ranked by subcategories as follows.

1. Steady hold

2. Firing positions

3. Trigger control

4. Integrated act of shooting

Miscellaneous Problems. The remaining responses (24%) were dis-
tributed among night fire, correcting malfunctions, mechanical training,
safety, field fire, target detection, and record fire. Among these
topics, night fire and correcting malfunctions were mentioned most
frequently (7% each). Approximately one-half of the comments pertain-
ing to night fire referred to difficulties in teaching or using the
pointing technique.

One percent of the responses were not interpretable and therefore
not classified.
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Miscellaneous BR14 Topics

Instructors were asked about their attitudes toward the following
assortment of BRM topics.

e Sarly record fire practice

e Known distance firing

a Battle-sight-zero shot group sizes

* Various training devices

* Night fire

Early Record Fire Practice. Instructors were asked if they thought
that "trainees getting a chance to practice their record fire early in
training" was "a good or bad idea?" Fifty-seven percent thought that it
was "good," 29% thought that it was "bad," and 14% were undecided. Those
with greater time (months) in service tended to be more in favor cf such
early record fire practice than those with less experience (r - .36,
p < .05, r 2 - .13).

Company cadre who participated in the test attended poeattest dis-
cussion groups. At the conclusion of the test, representatives of the
company cadres (officers and drill sergeants) from each test company
participated in a structured group interview. There were four such
meetings, one for each of the four POI's. Participants typically in-
cluded the battalion commanders, their executive officers (or S3,
training officer), the company commanders of the test companies, and
company senior drill sergeants (n a 20 per PCI). These groups included
both male and female officers and NCO's.

During these sessions, attitudes favorabls to an early record fire
practice were frequently expressed. These cadre members were, in fact,
favorably inclined toward any practice record fire experience, whether
early or late in training. It was generally expressed that such prac-
tice "warms the firer up" and qives him familiarity with the Record-
Fire range. Some believed practice record firing could profitably sup-
plant portions of field firing.

Known Distance Firing. Instructors were asked "How effective are
known distance firing exercises in confirming a trainee's battle sight
zero?" In response, 62% thought KD exercises were "effective" to
"extremely effective," 11% thought KD exercises were "ineffective" to
"extremely ineffective," and 2'7 were undecided. Those with greater
combat experience (months) felt that KD exercises were more effective
than those with lesser combat experience (r - .46, p < .01, r 2 - .22).
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The cadre were favorably inclined toward the motivational value
of lCD exercises in "building trainees'm confidence"; 77% rated those
exercises as "effective" to "extremely effeactive," arnd only 2% rated
them as "ineffective." The more combat-experienced instructors felt
that lCD exercises were "effective" in improving trainee confidence
(r - .66, p < .001, r 2 - .44). Thoso instructors favoring longer
programs, howrever, tended to report that lCD exercises did not build
trainee confidence (r - -.49, p < .01, r2 _ .24). Note that only the
two shorter programs in the BRM Teat contained lCD exercises. These
exercises were fired in the initial part of the field fire phase of
training, using a KD range with targets at 200 yards (49-hour POI) or

¾ 250 m (35-hour POI). They were intended to serve as a transition
exercise between 25 m firing and firing at the more distant (50-300 m)
pop-up targets.

Company cadre who participated in the two BRM programs calling
for lCD firing were divided in their opinions about its value. Many
agreed that it had some merit "on paper," but the consensus of both
groups was that the quality of instruction and problems in KD range
operation during the test by and large reduced the value of the KD
exercises.

Battle-Sight-Zero Shot Group Size. Instructors were told, "Cur-
rently a 3-cm shot group is used for zeroing the Ml6Al rifle during
BRM training," Five circles with diameters of 1.5, 3.0, 4.5, 6.0, and
7.5 cm were presented with the question "Which of (these) shot group
sizes do you think is best for BRM trainin~g?" Responses showed that

* 4% favored 1.5 cm;

* 45% favored 3.0 cm;

0 39% favored 4.5 cm;

0 7% favored 6.0 cm; and

0 5% favored 7.5 cm or larger.

One instructor commented, "Requirements (currently) are for [a
battle-sight-zero shot group of) 3 rounds within a 3-cm circle. [A
trainee) can fire 2 in and 1 out consistently, but this is not accepted
(even though this indicates) a man (sic) is zeroed." Another stated
drill sergeants ". . . should be able to use discretion [in telling) a
man he in (sic) zeroed to build his confidence." Another concluded,
"Too much em~phasis is placed on BSZ. Most trainees can be effective
with a tentative zero. The current standard . . is too demanding."
However, another instructor answered that ". .. more time [should be
spent) on zeroing. Once learnecd, the trainee needs very little field
fire." Generally, those instructors having loes experience (months) in
teaching BRM favored larger shot group sizes (r --. 32, p < .05, r2
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Training Devices. Instructors were asked to rank six training aids
according to "helpfulness in teaching marksmanship skills." In order of
helpfulness (1 - most helpful), cadre responded (mean ranks in paren-
theses) as follows:

1. Transposition exercise (2.5),

2. Dime/washer exercise (2.6),

3. Paige sighting device (3.0),

4. Target box exercise (3 5),

5. M-15 sighting device (3.9), and

6. M-16 sighting device (4.3).
(the "cheater")

Night Fire. Instructors were asked to select the best technique
for night fire. Their alternatives were "'pointing techniques' with
automatic fire"; "promethium sights with single shots"; "both" of these
techniques; and "other." Cadre responded 39% in favor of "pointing
techniques"; 18% in favor of "promethium sights"; 39% in favor of both
"pointing techniques" and "promethium sights"; and 4% in favor of "other"
techniques. It was pointed out by company cadre who participated in the
35-hour POI that the muzzle-flash simulators on the night fire range
created an ajrbient level of illumination that may have been too high to
evaluate properly the use of a low-level-light sight system such as the
promethium sights. Promethium sights were used exclusively in the 35-
hour POI during the test.

Scheduling of Instruction. Two-thirds of the cadre reported that
BBM training should be scheduled 'without other basic training subjects
given among blocks of BRM training." When interviewed, many of the
company cadre suggested that BRM training would be more effective if
scheduled somewhat later in the training cycle, when trainees had be-
come more accustomed to military life.

DISCUSS ION

POI Effectiveness

The primary conclusion that can be drawn is clear. The cadre re-
sponding to these questionnaires held a strong bias against reducing
the length of BRM training. The Fort Jackson BRM connittee group cadre
was in favor of limiting reductions to the 62 hours and 513 rounds of
ammunition fired per trainee that were in effect at Fort Jackson prior
to the BRSP Test.
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Diverse questionnaire items produced consistent results. Rating
the eftectivenesses of programs, rank-ordering the programs, judging
the time available for correcting mistakes, estimating the amount of
reinforcement training required in each program, and rating confidence
in trainees completing each program showed the same trends. When asked
to rate the adequacy of hours and rounds programed during each phase of
instruction for each POX, the two longer POX's were generally rated
"about right": the shorter POl's were found wanting. The data in Fig-
ure 2 typify those collected. The single exception to this tendency
was the perception that cadre time was used about equally well in all
four Pol's.

In our judgment, the cadre opinions about the programs are biased,
because cadre attitudes failed to shift from pretest to poettest. In
fact, a tendency was noted for variance of responses to decrease from
pretest to posttest, suggesting a consolidation of opinions during the
test. This perception of substantial differences in POI effectiveness
disregarded the fact that no significant performance differences be-
tween the four POl's were exhibited by trainees at the end-of-day Record
Firing (Posttest 1) (USAIS, 1976a). The cadre, of course, did not know
the results of the analyses of firing data when they completed the post-
test questionnaire. But it seems reasonable to assume that the marks-
manship instructors would have had a general awareness of the Record
Fire performance of the test companies. The biggest (though statisti-
cally insignificant) pretest-to-posttest attitude change was in confi-
dence in trainees' predicted night fire performances. This result,
however, was not related to POI. It probably reflected an improvement
in the reliability of the automated scoring system on the night fire
range, made prior to the test, which resulted in test troops scoring
higher on night fire than their predecessors had scored.

Another line of evidence suggesting bias in the cadre responses
comes from items that dealt with adequacy of hours or rounds as sched-
uled. The ratings assigned were frequently inconsistent with the hours
or rounds programed for each POI. For example, the 49-hour PSI sched-
uled 100 rounds for day record firing; yet the cadre Judged that this
Pal required "slightly more" rounds compared to the 77- and 62-hour POI
that were "about right" with their 80 rounds. It seems evident that a
response set was operating.

What accounts for these strongly held opinions on program length?
Length of combat experience was significantly related to preference for
longer BRM training. Other background characteristics, however, such
as time in service, time teaching ORM, and years of civilian education,
showed no consistent relationship to attitudes concerning BRM. Famil-
iarity with the two longer programs appeared to be a factor in account-
ing for the cadro's prefeaence for these programs. Only 10% of the
cadre reported greatest familiarity with eithier of the two shorter pro-
qrams, but 50% of the cadre selected the program of greatest familiarity
as the program of greatest effectivenese. The significance of program
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familiarity is supported by the results of two other questions. When
aseked to fill in the number of hours required for "best" 8PM training,
approximately half the respondents filled in the exact number of hours
(72 or 62) available in one of the two longer programs. Further, only
23% responded that more rounds should be fired in RIM than the 720
rounds required by the Army Subject Schedules 70% reported 720 rounds
was "about right" or that "slightly less" might be required. Thus, in

both questions the majority chose the status quo rather than more or
less training compared to current practice.

We conclude that the cadre's bias is due, at least in part, simply
to habit. These attitudes about the effectiveness of the four Polls
are not supported by the trainees' record firing performances in the
various POl's. In fact, trainee performances were about the same in
each of the programs. Implications of these findings will be discussed.

Training Problems and Instructional Effectiveness

The com•ittee group cadre believed that their time was well used
in all the programs, that they had time to correct trainees' mistakes
"most of the time" during the longer programs, and that they could be
easily understood by the trainees. There were indications in their
comments, however, that instructional problems (aside from a specific
POX) did exist. Problems mentioned most frequently involved the teach-
ing of marksmanship fundamentals and attaining battle sight zero. Re-
lated problems included trainee motivation and the need for individual
attention to trainee performance.

Attainment of battle sight zero by each trainee with the Ml6Al
rifle presents one of the mAjor challenges of 13M training. When asked
to identify the areas in BY44 creating the greatest difficulties for
trainees, 57% of the cadre responses involved sighting and zeroing.
This is threefold the comments offered on any other topic. It is no-
table, too, that all but one of the training devices used in BPM at
Fort Jackson are designed to teach principles of sighting and zeroing.
This situation reinforces the view that sighting and zeroing are quite
difficult. Further, the cadre generally perceied a greater need for
more training in preparatory marksmanship. That is, mechanical train-
ing, marksmanship fundamentals, and battle sight zero, where principles
of sighting and zeroing are established, were held to be more important
than firing against pop-up targets (e.g., field fire, automatic firs,
night fire, and record fire). (See Figures 3 and 4.)

To a considerable degree, the problems in preparatory marksmanship
appear to be related to the requirement for a 3-cm shot group size.
Fifty-one percent of the cadre rpolvrted that this standard should be
relaxed. In meetings, the company cadre frequently mentioned the shot
group requirement as overly stringent and frustratingi the cadre be-
lieved that training time miqht bi better spent concentrating on other
problems.
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The results of a side test conducted during the BRM Test are con-
sistent with these opinions. The data suggest that the shot-group
standard could be increased to 5.2 cm with no degradation in trainees'
performance. Further, with this standard, 98% of the trainees attained
battle sight zero within 18 rounds (USAIS, 1976a). This standard has
now been adopted by the Army's Training and Doctrine Command.

The change in shot group size, along with the introduction of KD
firing, should reduce some of the problems and frustrations attendant to
learning sighting and zeroing. In the opinion of the cadre, KD exer-
cises are an effective tool in building trainee confidence and motiva-
tion when moving from battle right zero to firing against more distant
pop-up targets.

Feedback

It appears that feedback during instruction is often nonspecific
and not conducive to improving individual trainee performance. In-
structions such as "Tighten up that shot group" do not provide suffi-
cient infcrmation for a trainee to modify his own behavior. Further,
excessive use of negative reinforcement and punishment adds to a
trainee's anxiety. There is no reason to conclude that increasing
anxiety will aid the problem firer; on the contrary, higher anxiety
levels are likely to degrade his performance. Our observations are
consistent with the comments "Trainees are afraid when . . . on the
line from being yelled at" and "Not enough individual attention [is]
given to firers .... .

Negative reinforcement and punishment are two training procedures
that use sversive stimuli as feedback. In negative reinforcement, be-
haviors producing escape from an aversive stimulus (e.g., yelling) are
strengthened. Thus a probable response of a trainee who is frequently
yelled at will be to minimize his contact with the persons yelling at
him, the cadre. In punishment, the application of a stimulus reduces
the occurrence of a behavior. Punishment is, however, frequently an
ineffective technique of behavior control that has the additional dis-
advantage that it can produce undesirable side effects (e.g., Church,
19631 Atrin and Holz, 1966; Campbell and Church, 1969). High anxiety,
which degrades rather than facilitates learning, is one such character-
istic side effect; avoidance of the punishing individual is another.
Most importantly, negative reinforcement and punishment are not well
suited for teaching correct behaviors.

4Thu terms negative reinforcement and punishment are used in this dis-
cussion to operationally express the relationship between a procedure
(withdrawal or presentation of a stimulus consequent to a behavior) and
a behavioral process (an observed change in the frequency of a given
response class). For a more detailed presentation of this usage see
Catania (1973); also see Church (1972) for a similar usage.
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Punishment only identifies for the trainee those behaviors the
trainer considers incorrect; and negative reinforcement is very dif-
ficult to use in rewarding "correct" behavior. An example of a nega-
tive reinforcement contingency would be "if you do it correctly, I
will stop yelling at you." it would be more effective to identify for
the trainee what he is doing incorrectly, show him how to do it cor-
rectly, and reward any progress he makes toward correcting his behavior.
We are not suggesting that trainees should never be yelled at. We are
suggesting, as a matter of pragmatics, that techniques of training
that properly use positive reinforcement will be more effective than
those that rely on aversive procedures.

We conclude that methods should be explored that afford increased
individual attention to trainees and increased frequency of diagnostic
feedback and positive reinforcement. Methods permitting more self-
pacing may facilitate such individualization of instruction for the
problem firer. This need for more attention to these firers was re-
inforced in the meetings with company cadre. The potential advantages
of self-paced instruction end the need for improved quality of instruc-
tion also received comment.

User Acceptability

Questionnaires and interviews were used not only to assess opinions,
but also to identify problems that may attend the Army-wide implementa-
tion of any of the four PO's. The above discussion identifi'es some
problems in BRM (e.g.1 3.0-cm shot group size for battle sight zero,
increased personal attention to problem firers) transcending specific
POX's. The primary purpose of the test, however, was to select one POX
for Army-wide use. The success of such a selection rests in large part
on user acceptance, particularly cadre acceptance. Our results strongly
argue against easy acceptance by this group.

Fxcetions

Interviews with the company cadre indicate at least two exceptions
to the consensus against shortening BRM. Cadre participating in the
77-hour POX observed that their trainees became bored during thr~s POT.
They reported that this resulted in fewer trainees qualifying as Expert.
They also contended, however, that the long POX produced fewer unquali-
fied marksmen. They concluded that the 77 -hour POX allowed insufficientflexibility for time and effort to be dedicated to other subjecta, and

it did not aid those who needed extended BRM training with repeated re-
inforcement of skills. A second exception to the cadre's thesis that
"more is better" was the opinion expressed that female trainees become
bored during the longer BRM prograes. This opinion was heerd in each
end-of-test discussion group with company cadre. They also contended
that feukale trainees perform better with less BRi training. Female menm-
bers of the company cadre were notable in verbalizing this opinion.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

Perhaps the expressed attitudes that shorter Pol's must concen-
trate on qualifying trainees and that longer PoIls allow greater ex-
parties to be instilled typify the concerns of the cadre. Long-term
success of any BRM training program that substantially reduces ,.raining
rounds and scheduled hours of instruction hinges on thm cadre. Cadre
members must see the program work and understand how it can be used
to train effectively. This is particularly importaait baczuse substan-
tially shortening the POT places emphasis on efficient use of training
time, requiring alteration of long-established pructlces and habits.
This implies the need for a course of instruction for instructors that
teaches ths POX and gives them "hands on" training. Under test con-
ditions, training in highly visible, and concerted attention is given
to quality control. Accordingly, POI effectiveness attained in a test
will not necessarily be equal to POX effectiveness when the POX is
fielded. Without sufficient investments made to Inoure proper imple-
mentation, savinge accruing from a shortened PO may mask large, hidden
liabilities in the form oZ performance decrements.

We therefore recommend that a concerted cadre training program
accompany any implementation of a shortened POI for SRM. At the same
time, training effectiveness research should be directed toward find-
ing ways to facilitate increased and improved feedback to the individual
trainee.
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APPENDIX A

Q1UESTIONNAIRE CONSTRUCTION

The construction of the BRM cadre questionnaires is described
herein. Copies of these questionnaires can be found in Appendixes
B and C.

The cadre questionnaires were constructed with primary focus on
the major test issues. These issues were the training effectiveness
of the alternative POI and thefects of reducing hours of instruction
and rounds fired. Questions addressed both overall POX effectiveness
as well as the individual parts of current BSM training. Questions
concerning miscellaneous issues were also included.

An initial item pool was prepared by civilian psychologists and
military research specialists. Item topics were based on information
gained from source documentation (e.g., Army Subject Schedule 23-72
(Department of the Army, 1974a), Field Manual 23-9, (Department of the
Army, 1974b)), discussions with the proponent for the Ml6Al rifle (U.S.
Army Infantry School), and the senior author's involvement in the
preparation of the test plan for the BRM Test.

A primary technical source used was a draft copy of the Question-
naire Construction Manual (Dyer et al., 1976). Particular attention
was given to using a basic Znglish vocabulary, balanced rating scales,
and descriptors for those scales having demonstrated discriminability.

Pretesting for the cadre questionnaires involved a progressive
administration and revision process. Items were first screened for
appropriateness and ease of comprehension. The questionnaires were
then administered to two officers and three NCO's attached to the
ARI Fort Benning Field Unit and one officer in the BRM Test Directorate.
The next revision was administered to approximately 17 members of the
Small Arms Comittee Group at the U.S. Army Infantry School (Weapons
Department). Two officers and seven NCO's completed the Pretraining
Questionnaire and one officer and six NCO's completed the Posttraining
Questionnaire. The questionnaires then received ARI review.

At the time of printing, it was planned that the Army Subject
Schedule POX would be conducted using 72 instructional hours. Subse-
quently it was determined that this P01 would be run using 77 hours of
instruction. Thus the description of this POI in the questionnaires
as 72 hours in length was in error in light of the later decision.
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CADRE PRETEST QUESTIONNAIRE

For each question, choose the one answer that is most correct for you.
All answers are to be placed on the Answer Sheets, Including fill in the
-blank questions.

01*. How long have you been in the Army? Months

02*. How many months of combat experience do you have? Months

03*. How long have you been assigned ti a Basic Training Center? -- Months

04*. How,-ng have you taught Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BA-)? -- Months

05. What was your last Record Fire Qualification? (Choose One)

A. Did uot qualify
B. Marksman
C. Sharpshooter
D • Expert

06. With whpch of the following prograims are you most familiar? (Choose One)

A. 72 Hour Program
B. 62 Hour Program
C. 49 Hour Program
D. 35 Hour Program

Using each of the numbers 1 through 7, rank the following BRM training areas
in terms of your knowledge and skill. Assign a "1" to your best area, a "2"
to your second best area, and so on. Assign a number to all seven (7) areas.

07a*. -- Mechanical Training such au Assembly and Disassembly and Care and
Cleaning of the MI-16 Rifle

07b*. - Mrksmanship Fundamentals such nu Steady Hold Factors and Aiming
Techniques

07c*. --- Zcroing the M-1.6 Rifin

07dk. --.__ Field Firing oxerciaes

07T*. _ Automatic Firing exercises

0"f*-- Njght FJirLn,, exorcts~s

07g*. __ Record Fire exercLses
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During the next several weeks, a TRADOC sponsored project will compare four
Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BJUPM) programs. These programs teach marksmanship
fundamentals to basic trainees. The results of this project will be used to
select the most cost/training effective RRM program for the Army.

Your attitudes and opinions toward each program are a very important part
)f this project. The general purpose of the questionnaire you are about to
receive is to obtain your attitudes and opinions toward each of the four DRM
training programs.

Please answer each question on this questionnaire by choosing the word or
statement that beso describes your answer to the question. Sinca there are
no right or wrong answers, choose the one answer that best describes your
feelings about the question. In certain questions, you will be asked to fil2.
in a blank. Please answer all qusstions on the Answer Sheet provided.

It is important that you fill out the Answer Sheet heading very carefully.
The spaces with boxes around them are the only ones you need to fill in.
Please print.

I PLEASE DO NOT CONTINUE UITH THESE INSTRUCTIONS UNTIL

YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO BY YOUR TEST ADMINISTRATOR

1. In the space marked Today's Date, put in the six (6) numbers your test
administrator will give you.

2. In the space marked Unit ID, fill in the four (4) numbers your test

administrator will give you.

3. In the space marked Sex, circle M if you are male or F if you are female.

4. In the space marked SSAN, fill in your Social Security Account Number.

5. In the space marked Name, print your Last Name followed by a coma C,),
then your First Name and then your M4iddle Initial.

Thank you for your time and effort. If you hnve any questions, please
raise your hand for assistance.

PIZA-SE DO NOT MARK IN THIS TEST BOOKLET
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In which of the following BRY training areas have you participated as an
instructor? (Answer Yes or No for each training area)

YES NO

08a. Mechanical. Tr4inint stich as Assenobly %nn Disassembly
and Care and Cleaning of the M-1 Rii'le A B

08b. Marksmanship Fundamentals such as Steady Hold
Factors and Aiming Techniques A B

08c. Zeroing the M-16 Rifle A B

08d. Field Firing exercises A B

08e. Automatic Firing exercises A B

08f. Night Firing exercises A B

08g. Record Fire exercises A B

The following questions deal with instructing basic trainees in BRM.

09. Considering the four Basic Rifle Marksmanship training programs, which one
do you think will be the most successful in producing Sood rifle marksmen?
(Choose One)

A. 72 Hour Program
B. 62 Hour Program
C. 49 Hour Program
D. 35 Hour Program

10. Compared to tlhe number of rounds fired in the Army Subject Schedule BRM
training program (23-72), how many rounds do you think should be fired for
8RM training? (Choosa One)

Very Many A Good Slightly Abcat Slightly A Good Very Many

More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less Less

I I1 I I I 1 I

A B C D E F G

11*. For the best BRM trni.ning, how ma•ny hours or instruction do you think ere
needed? 11nurs
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Rate what you believe will be the overall, effectlvene84 of each of theseRprograms. (Choose one for each program)

E.xtremely Very Effective So-So In- Very In- ExtremelySEffective Effective effective effective Xnef-ectcve

12- 72 HourProgram A 3 C D p G
13. 62 Hour /Program A B C D

14. 49 HourProgram A C D E p G
IS. 35 HourProgram A B C D

If a tratnee completes one of these programs, how sure do you feel that hecan hit a target closer than 200 meters, In daylight. with the H-16 Rifle?(Choose one for each--progra3m) .. _
Extremely Very Sure Fairly Might Nlit Fairly Very Sure ExtremelySure to To Hlit Sure To or Miss Sure To To Miss Sure ToHit Hlit miss Miss

16. 72 HourProgram A B C D E P
17. 62 HourProgram A B C D a F G
18. 49 HourProgram A B C D B F G19. 35 Hour

Program A B E F C
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If a trainee completes one of these programs, how sure do you feel that he can
hit a target between 200 and 400 meters away, in davlight, with the H-16
Rif le? (Choose one for each program)

Extremely Very Sure Fairly Ilight Hit Fairly Very Sure Extrermely
Sure To To Hit Sure To or Miss Sure To To Miss Sure 'To

Hit Hlit Miss MIsS
I I I r i I .I

20. 72 Hour
Program A B C T).. E G

21. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

22. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

23. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

If a trainee completes one of these programs, how sure do you feel that he
can hit a target closer than 50 meters, at night, without night vision
devices? (Choose one for each program) -

Extremely Very Sure Fairly Might Hit Fairly Very Sure Extremely
Sure To To Hit Sure To or Miss Sure To To Miss Sure To

Hit lilt miss Miss

- II J I

24. 72 Hour
Program A D C D E F C

25. -62 Hour
Program A is C D E F C

26. 49 Hour
Program A B CD E F G

27. 35 Hour
Program A B D E F G
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If u trainee completes one of these programs, how sure do you feel that he c.an

Zero the M-16 Rifle, given eighteen (18) rounds? (Choose one for each program)

Extremely Very Sure Fairly Might Or Fairly Very Sure Extremely

Sure To To Zero Sure To Might Not Sure Not Not To Sure Not
Zero 4Zero Zero To Zero Zero To Zero

28. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

29. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

30. 49 Hour
Program A C D E F C

31. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

HRM training is divided into several parts. In questions 32-51 we ask your

opinion about the number of rounds trainees need to fire In different parts

of each program.

The Army's goal in BRM training is to produce ARod rifle marksmen. To

become good rifle marksmen, do trainees need to fire more or less during:

Zerokl the M-16 Rifle. (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Deal Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much

More More More Right Leas Deal Less Less

! . . . I II I

''. 7? Hour
Program A B C D E F C

33. 62 Hour
Program A ii C D E F c

'4. 49 Hour
Program A B C E F G

Ii. 3�3 Hour
Pro.-rm A C 1 E F
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Need to fire more or less during:

Field Firin_. (Choone one for evach program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less Less

I I I I

36. 72 Hour
Progvam A B C D E F G

37. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

38. 49 Hour
Progrsm A B C D E F G

39. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

Need to fire more or less diring:

Record Fire. (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much
More Deal More More RIght Less Deal Less Less

I . I i

40. 72 Hour
Program A B C D F G

41. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

42. 49 Hoor
Program A B C D E F G

43. 35 )four
Prog-ram A B C D E F G
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Need to fire more or loss during:

Automatic Firing. (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less Less

44. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

45. 62 Hour
Program A B3 C D E F C

46. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

47. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

1Need to fire more or less during:

Night Firing. (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less Lese

48. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

49. 62 Hour
Program A B D E F G

50. 49 Hlour
Program A It C D E F G

.5i. 35 Hour
Program A BI C D E F C
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In questions 52-75 we Ask your opinion about the amount of instructional tiv
trainees need to receive in different parts of each program.

To become Mod rifle marksmen, do trainee3 need more or 1o03 instruction in:
M__chanical Trainin_ . (Such as Assembly and Disassembly nnd Care and

S~cleaning of the M-16 Rifle). (Choose one rot each pro8ram)

Vary Much A Good SILihtly About Slightly A Good Very Rucl
More Deal Nore More Right Less Deal Less Less

I! -

52. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

53. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

56. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

55. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

Need more or less instruction in:

Marksmanbhip Fundamentoa!. (Such ns St•o:dy Hold Factors -nd Alming
Techniques). (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much
More Deal More Mcret Right Less Deal Less Less

SlI I I I !

56. 72 Hour
Prog•ram A B C D E F G

57. 62 Hour
Program A B C 1) E F G

58. 49 Hour
Progrmin A P C I) E F G

59. 35 Houir
P'ngraim A Io U) E F ,
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Need more or loss iastruction in:

eri the M-1I Rifl. (Choose one for each program) "" 1

Very HMch A Gcood Sltghtly About Slj.Chtly A Good Very Much
Hore 1)"l HMro More Richt Less Deal L4s% Loes

60. 72 Hour
Program A B C K F 0

61. 62 Hour
Program A B C D F G

62. 49 Hour
Program A DC D F G

63. 35 Hour
Program A R C D G F ,

Figrdia. (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less Less

64. 72 Hour
Program A B C D S F 0

65. 62 Hour
Program A B C D it

66. 49 Hour

Program A B C D 1 F G

67. 35 Hour
Program A B C D U•F

Augo~mtic Firkna. (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Cood Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Mich
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Laws Lets

I . . . . I _ • .. . I _ _ . . . . . ._ , _

68. 72 1lcur
Program A B C D G P

69. 60 Hlour
P -St A B C K1F Y° C

70, 49 flotr
Program A It C )F X

71. TA 110tFlo
~rm A 11C 1) K
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Need more or lons instruction inl

Night VJ.rAnA. (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much
eal More Moro Right Less D eal tons Less

72. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

73. 62 Hour

Program A B C D E F G
74. 49 Hour

Program A B C D X

75. 35 Hour
Program A C D E G 0

76. At times, some trainees get a chance to practice their record fire early in
training. Do you think this is n good or bad idea? (Choose One)

Extremely Very Good So-So Bad Very Extreqmely
Good Good Bad Bad

A B C D E F G

How much remedial or reinforcement training do you think would be needed in
each of these programs? (Choose one for each program)

A Great Quite A Some, But Very Hardly
Deal Bit Not Much Little Any

77. 7Z. Hour

,Program A B C 1)

78. 62 Hour
Program A B 7 B

79. 49 Hour
Program A B C D)

80. 35 Hour
Program A B C I) E
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Rnamk the ftolr (4) n110! tratnin,4 programs on the boain of what you think
t,.ete ivarall cfI(ncttvvnes& will lie in teachitv basic rifle mark- qL~n~iLp_.

Au,•ian a "•" to the most oefoctive, a "2' to the second most effectiva,
etc. Assign a number to each of the four BIM training programs.

6a4. 72 Hour Program

82b*. 62 Hour Program

SIc*. - 49 Hour Program

81d*. 35 Hour Program

Rank the four (4) yo 4 training progrnms on the basis of what you think their
overall effectiveness will be Ln bui~lding& tra-ines m~otlyitLon.. Assign a ",I"
v,) the most effo~tivp, a "2" to the second most effactive, etc. Asslgn a
n~wbar to each of the four DIN training programs. .

82a&, . 72 Hlour Pro,,ram •

82b*. 62 Rour Program
S' 82c*. 49 Pour Program

S82d*. .. •35 Hour Program

8,2. How many yearn of civilian education have you completed? Years

84. Sex.

A. Male
a. Female

Question 85 and 86 admLnistratively deleted prior to administration.
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87. To produce d rifle matkamen, how should BEM training be scheduled?(Choose One)-

A. th o0her basic training subjets given between blocks of RIM training
A. With other basic training subjects given between blocks of BR• training

C. It does not matter

88. Which tschunique do you think is k•el for night firing (without night vision
dovices)? (CMoose One)

A. "Pointing Techniques" with automatic fire
B. Promethium sights with siugle shots
C. BothA and A
D. Other

89. Currently, a three centimeter (CM) shot group is used for zeroing the M-16
Rifle during BIM training. Which of the following shot group sizes do you
think is beat for DRI training? (Choose One)

eI

A.s

7 1/2 CH or LakgerG

D.

3 CM
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APPENDIX C

CADRE POSTTEST QUESTIOtNMAR

The following questions deal with instructing basic trainees in BRM. All
answers are to be placed on the Answer Sheets, including fill in the blank
questions.

For each question, choose the one answer that is most correct fcr you.

01. Considering the four Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BRM) training programs, whiv.h
one do you think will be the most successful in producing Zod rifle marksmen?
(Choose One)

A. 72 Hour Program
B. 62 Hour Program
C. 49 Hour Program
D. 35 Hour Program

02. Compared to the number of rounds fired in the Army Subject Schedule BRM
training program (23-72), how many rounds do you think should be firod for
BRM training? (Choose One)

Very Many A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very 1-1 any
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less Less

I -~-.~.. .--. . --- ! I ! I I

A B C D E F G

03*. For the best BRM training, how many hours of instruction do you think are
needed? flours

04. With which of the following programs are. you most familiar? (Choose One)

A. 72 flour Program
B. 62 Hour Progsam
C. 49 Hour Program
V. 35 flour Program
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U . I |u. ach of the numbvrs I tlhrotigh 7, rant. thc: followktig fRM training nrc-;as
In t !rnmi of yotr khiowijcI),:a. rid ,,k1LB. Assign A " to your ho:st arca, A "2"
tIo your I,-co1€d tfnu. arl' , od sI n(oiii. As;lIngo a jiumber to a]l seJven (7) ar-'.;

05*._. Menhnnical Training such as Assembly and Disassembly and Care and

Cleaning of the M-16 Rifle

05b*. Marksmanship Fundamentals such as Steady Hold Factors and Aiming
Techniques

05c*. Zeroing the M-3.6 Rifle

05d*. Field Firing exolrcises

05e*. Automatic Firing exercises

05f*. -- Night Firing exercises

05g*. Record Fire exercises

In which of the following BP14 training areas have you participated as an
instructor? (Answer Yes or No for each training area)

YES NO

06a. Mechanical Training such as Assembly and Disassembly
and Care and Cleaning of the M-16 Rifle A B

06b. Marksmanship Fundamentals such as Steady Hold
Factors and Aiming Techniques A B

06c. Zeroing the M-16 Rifle A B

06d. Field Firing exercises A B

06e. Automatic Firing exercises A B

06f. Night Firing exercises A *B

06g. Record Fire exercises A B
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,..alg+~~~Vr(f1t.h.fWA .Mwv~fY~f*f~, A 9 i,4rt~l .f , •+• . .-,+ s, $ ," W '+W.f--lI. .,

Rate What you believe w.1. 1.1le the overall effectivc.rargs of r.ach of theýse
BAM prcograms. (Choos;e one for vach pror~ar.)

Extremely Very Effective So-So In- Very In- Extrcninely
Effective Effective effective effective Ineffective

07. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

08. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

09. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

1.0. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

If a trainee completes one of these programs, how sure do you feel that he
can hit a target closer than 200 meters, in daylilht, with the X-16 Riflec?
(Choose one for each program)

Extremely Very Sure Fairly Might Hit Fairly Very Sure Extrem.iely
Sure to To Hit Sure To or Miss Sure To To Miss Sure To

Hit Hit Miss Miss

LtI

11. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

12. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

13. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

14. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F G
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If a trainee completes one of thces programss, how sure do you feel that he can
hit' a target between 200 and 400 metors away, in dLLij , with the H-16
Rifle? Ch',,ose one for each program)

Extremely Very Sure Fairly Might Hit Fairly Very Sure F-.:trermely
Sure To To Hit Sure To Or Miss Sure To To Miss qure To

Hit Hit Miss miss

A B C D S F

15. 72 Ilo,ir

Program A B C D E F C.

16. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

17. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

18. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

If a trainee completes one of these programs, how sure do you feel that Ike
can hit a target closer thar, 50 meters, at night, without night visl..on
devices? (Choose one for each program)

Extremely Very Sure Fairly Might Hit Fairly Very Sure Extremely
Sure To To Hit Sure To or Hiss Sure To To Miss Sure To

Hit Hit Miss rtiss

IIII i_ I =

19. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

20. 62 flotir
Program , B C D E F C

21. 4•9 H~our

Progrnm A D C G E F

22. 35 loutr
Prcoratm A B C D E F C
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If a trninse. completes one of the.-eo progra's, how sitre do you feel that 1-e can

Zero the ?1-16 Rifle, given eighteen (18) rolund.? (Choose one for each lrox,rla'm)

Extremely Very Sure Fairly Fight Or Fairly Very Sure Extreme]

Sure To To Zero Sure To Might Not Stire Not Not To rure Not

Zero Zero Zero To Zero Zero To Zero

23. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

24. 62 Hour

Program A B V D E F

25. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

26. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E C ;

BRM training is divided into several parts. In qutestions 27-46 we ask yor

opinion about the number of rounds trainees need to fire in different parts

of each program.

The Army's goal in BRM training is to produce good rifle marksmen. To

become good rifle marksmen, do trainees need to fire more or less during:

Zeroing the M-16 Rifle. (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Deal Slightly About Slightly A Good VeTy Much

More More More Right Less Deal Leso I.ess

27. 72 Hour

Program A B C D E F G

28. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

29. '49 flour
Program A B C D E F G

30. 35 Hour
Prograwm A B C D E F G
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Need to fire more or less during:

F i.o.I d.fTlriuR. (Chouse ( e fur cvtch program)

Very Much A C:rotd SI Lghtly About S3igihtly A Gotbd Very Much
More Dal Morn Morn It1uht Lear. Deal Less l~iq

31. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

32. 62 Hour
Program A B D E F C

33. 49 Hour
Program A B C b E F G

34. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E FG

Need to fire more or less during:

Record Fire. (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less L.ess

35. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

36. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

37. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

38. 3S flour
Program A B C D E F G
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Need to fire more or less during:

AutcusnnicFirin. (Choose one for ',ach program)

WVery Mitch A Good Slii•htly About Slightly A Good Very Mluch
More Denl More More. Right Less Deal L.ess Less

* 39. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

40. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

41. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

42. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

Need to fire more or less during:

Night Firing. (Choose one for cacti program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Mluch
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less Les.L

43. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

44. 62 Hour
Program A B D E F C

45. 49 flour
Program A B C D E F G

46. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F G
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In cj,'.i'ions 47-70 we ask your upinion abouit the wir_,iunt of instructional time
traikiees need to receive in d1fferent parts of ea'lh program.

To become 22od rifle marksmen, do trainiees need rt:re or less instructional time 'inl

Mechanical Training. (Such as Assenbly and Disasscbly and Care and
Cleaning of the M-16 Rifle). (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less L.ers

"47. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

48. 62 Hour
Program A D C D EF F

49. .49 Hour
Program A B C 1) E F C

:50. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

Need more or less instructional time in:

Marksmanship Fundamentals. (Such as Stencdy Hold Factors and Aiming
Techniques). (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Slighcly About Slightly A Good Very Much
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less Less

5. 72 Hour
Progtram A B C 1) E F C

2. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

53. 49 flour
Prograia A it C l) " F C

54. 35 Hour
Pre gri'n A B C 1) E F
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Nt.vd more or lean Instructitonal time in: i

?Z erog," the M-16 Rifle. (Choose one for each programa) I
Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Cood Very Much

More Deal More Mure Right LeRs Deal Less Less

55. 72 Houtr
Program A B C D E F G

56. 62 lotir
Program A Ii C F. E F r

57. 49 H1our
Program A B C 1) F. F C

58. 35 Hour
Program A U C D E F C

Need more or loss ,nsitrctional time in:

Field Firin&. (Choose one for each program)

Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Very Much
More Deal More More Right Less Deal Less Less

59. 72 flour
Program A B C D E F C

60, 62 flour
Program A B C D E F C

61. 49 tlour
Program A BD E F G

62. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F G

Need more or less Instructional time in:

Automatic F.ring. (Choose one for each program)
Very Much A Good Slightly About Slightly A Good Vary Ihich

More DenI More More Right Loss De~al Leon I.vss

L Log~tL .B DA F1 63. 72 flour

Prog~ram A R D F. F CI
Plrogrnm A B C 1) E F G

(Vi. 4tq lotirPr•grom A B C ) E F

66. 31i flour
Progiram A C E F C
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Need inor aor lef: s,•&ittructionil rime inA d

.N.l~~h ;.•.l•.~n , (:boo 'l4(' oiie for (ýnc:h pro,-,ra ma)

Wr.y mich A Cood Slig, htly Abott Slightly A ,ood Very much

More DeAl More More Right Lass Deal Less Less

57, 72 Ifour
Program A B C D E F G

":68. 62 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

69. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

M0. 35 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

In general, how well or poorly was tnstructor time used during BRM training
in each of these programs? (Choose one for each program)

Extremely Very IWell Well So-So Poorly Very Extreely I
Well Poorly Poorly

71. 72 Hour
Program. A B C D E F G

72. 62 Hour
Program A B C D EF G

73. 49 Hour
Program A B C D E F C

74. 35 Hour
Program A B C D B F C

How often were you able to correct a trainee's mistakes during practice firing
with the M-16 Rifle in each of these programs? (Choose one for each program)

Almost Mosr of Sometime:• But Hardly Almost

Always The Time Not Mtuch Ever Never

75. 7P Hour
Program A 13 C E

76. 62 Hour
Pbrogrram A B D

77. 49 Hour
Pro~nrnm A t C D E

7,1. .15 Hour
Program A B CD E1
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/9. flow ctty or hard do you think that it was for trainees to understand you when
you were teaching? (Chooa One)

.Extrcmely Very EASY So-So Hard Very Extremely
Easy Easy Hard Hard

A B C D E F G

How much remedial or reinforcement training do you think would be needed in
each of these programs? (Choose one for each proguam)

A Great Quite A Some, But Very Hardly
Deal Bit Not Much Little Any

I I...i.. _ __I

80. 72 Hour
Program A B C D E

81. ý2 Hour
Program A B C P F

82. 49 Hour
Program A C D E

83. 35 Hour
Program A C D E

84. At times, some trainees get a chance to practice their record fire early in
training. Do you think this is a good or bad idea? (Choose One)

Extremely Very Good So-So Bad Very Extremely
Good Good Bad Bad

1 iI1I I I

A 3 C D E F C

65. How effective are Known Distance Firing exercises in confirming a trainee's
battle sight ze'ro? (Choose One)

Extremely Very Effective So-So Ineffective Very In- Extremely
Effective Effective effective Ineffective

1..=.A B. C . H F. .;
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86. H~ow effective are Known D)istance Piring exercises In improving trainee
confidence? (Choose Ono.)

X~xtreniely Very Effective So-so Ineffective Very In- Extremely
Erf tc tIve Effective e.ffective Ineffcr.ive

UsLng e ftentbr hop ,x
oc ank thfu_()____triin__o-rm

bnsic' rifle marksm~anship. Auisign a "I" te' the mtost efective, a "2#1 to thea

870. 62 Hour Program

___* 62Hour Program~

47c* 49Hour Programn

Uigeach of the num~bers 1 through 4, rank the four (4) BRM. traiLning progr~imvs
ontebasis of what you think their~ overall effectiveness will, be in buildinst

traneemotivation. Assign a "1" to the imost effective, a '2' to the second
moteffective, e~tc. Asisign a nuimber to citch of the four BRIM training programs.

,88a*. __72 Hour Program.

88b*. 621Hour Program

* 88c*. 49 Nour Program

Bgd*. 35 Hour Program

Using each of the numbers 1. through 6. rank the following Training Aids us-ad
to teach marksmanship nktlls for the M-16 Rifle. Assign a "1" to the most
helpful, a "2" to the s~econd most helpful, etc.; with "6" as the least helpful.
Assign a number to each of the six (6) Training Aids.

'9 9* Paige Sight~ing Device

189h*. 11-15 Sighting Dievice

* 119c*. ___M-16 S.(Shting Device (the "cheater")

89d*. Din~e/Washer Exerntne

119o*. Tsirjget Box E1xorctse

.!IC1'*.Tratnipod.stton Exerciso~ ("New R ifleC Rest Execrise")
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90. To produce, good rifle mrksc..n, how •;hould HRiM tro:Lninu Ise scheduled?

A. 14ith other b:haht" tat. Iran'hiny .bji:t, g|vjuo butc.en blocks of BIN training

B. wjtlhot.. ot(lmr bm;it!V tni~rnlirg ,.i-hjct.S given be:twaan blocks of BR?! tzalnin)

C. It 'do(s not inatt.er

91. 141thh technique do you thnln it best for night firing (without night vision

duv, ces) ? (Choose One)

A. "Pointing Techniques" with automatic fire
SB. Promethium sights with single shots
• C. BothA and B
D. Other

92. Currently, a three entiimeter(3-C:t) shot group is used for zaroing the 11-16
Rifle during BRM training. Which of the following shot group sizes do y:itt
think is best for BrM trnining? (Choose One)

i~C.
A. 4 1,t 2- CM1

7 1/2-CM or Lairger

3--CM'1

t". ... .... . . . ...



93. List two areas of 11101 trainiing thnt you tlhink are most dtifficult, for
trainees to learn.

(Place your answer on page 3 of the Mswer Sheet)

94. Please feel free to identify and discuss any problem areas you see in BTt?4.

" (Place your answer on pane 3 of the Answer Sheet)

I.I

iA

?6- 5114A
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